
Mission Statement
paleBLUEdot’s mission is to hasten the transition to a low carbon economy and to elevate the public
discourse.

Vision Statement
paleBLUEdot is a leading provider of thoughtful and comprehensive Climate Change, carbon reduction,
and sustainability assessments, action planning, and consulting to businesses and communities; carbon
offset consulting and sourcing for businesses and individuals; and a trusted source of climate change and
sustainability education and communication programs and content.

Values Statement
We see a future that is carbon neutral, truly sustainable, and that supports a higher quality of life for all.  We
believe the challenges we face in making that transition are in fact, powerful opportunities to enhance
livability, economic vitality, and equity.  We believe the time has come to make change personal, for
individuals to understand the need for sustainability and clean energy, and for us as individuals to
understand and engage in carbon reduction responsibly.

S/WBE
Certified

Government Services

Paul Kagame, President of Rwanda

Certifications and membership:



Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Inventories

GHG Reduction Planning

Climate Action Planning

Climate Risk Assessment

Sustainability Action Planning

Community Resilience Assessments

Urban Tree Canopy Survey

Sequestration Potentials Study

Community-Wide Energy Planning

Renewable Energy Reserves/Potentials Study
 Solar Energy (Site, Campus, Community)
 Wind Energy (Site, Campus, Community)
 Biomass Energy (Site, Campus, Community)
 Energy Efficiency (Site, Campus, Community)

Climate Economy Potentials Study

Service supporting Minnesota GreenStep Cities requirements.

Service supporting Minnesota Metropolitan Council
Comprehensive Plan requirements.

Assessments and Planning

Community Services Offered
One of the core missions of paleBLUEdot is to assist local
governments, community organizations, and the public in
understanding and improving their environmental impact,
level of sustainability, and overall community resilience.  Plans
which look to improve these metrics frequently represent
economic development potential, improved community
livability, and a community more attractive to investment and
growth.

GHG Inventory
and Reduction
Plan

Energy Reserves /
Potentials Study

Climate Risk Assessment

Tree Inventory
and
Vulnerability
Assessment



Community Action Toolkit
Learn
Climate Change 101
Climate Risks and
Vulnerability
Family Carbon
Footprint Calculator
City’s Climate Action
Plan
City’s Climate
Adaptation Plan

Take Action
City, State, and
National programs
City’s CAP “Calls to
Action”
Reduction Tools, Tips,
and Resources
Community
Connections

Le
Engage
Resources for Youth
Climate Conversation
Toolkit
Design Thinking
Toolkit
Climate Action Social
Media Network
Feedback Forum

* The CATS resource should
be seen not as a pre-defined
toolkit, but rather as a proto-
typing tool supporting a rapid
start to a customized
Community Toolkit.

paleBLUEdot Community Action
Toolkit Suite*

Community Action
Social Media
Engagement Tool

Green Building Policy

Community/Utility Goalsetting Liaison

ENERGY STAR Program Implementation

Community Carbon Market Development

Carbon Offset Procurement

Carbon Offset Protocol Analysis

Sustainability / Climate Community Ed

Community Outreach Support

Design Thinking Community Engagement

Sustainability Behavior Change Communications

Community Action Toolkit

Community Action Social Media Engagement Tool

Video and Infographic Content

Program Development and Support

Education and Outreach



Contact paleBLUEdot llc:

Ted
Principal
Planning

As a registered architect, Ted has
over 24 years of experience
leading planning efforts for local
governments.  Ted has an expertise
in delivering Greenhouse Gas
Inventories and Reduction Action
Plans, Climate Action Plans, and
Renewable Energy Potentials
studies.  Ted also provides Net Zero
building consulting and ENERGY
STAR Service Provider services.

Colleen
Principal

Education

As an educator, Colleen has twenty-
six years of experience with an
expertise in curriculum design and
differentiation.  Colleen is
accomplished in youth educational
programming and Design Thinking
initiatives.  She leads paleBLUEdot’s
community education efforts
including community education
seminars, workshops, and Design
Thinking events for youth and adults.

Christophe
GHG Protocols &

CCS Analysis

Christophe has a background
across several sectors including
environmental management
policy, carbon sequestration,
carbon capture and storage (CCS)
technologies, and techno-
economics assessment.  Christophe
contributes to paleBLUEdot’s
carbon capture project analysis,
and carbon offset protocol and
procurement consulting efforts.

Zoe
Climate

Mitigation &
Adaptation

With a Master’s in Urban Planning
and Regional Climate Action, Zoe
has significant expertise in
greenhouse gas accounting,
corporate and governmental
environmental sustainability
reporting, regional economic
development, and social services.
Zoe leads paleBLUEdot’s Climate
Action research and sustainable
planning methodologies.

Marc
Green Building

Program

Marc has 30 years as a green
building consultant. His experience
includes supporting the integrated
San Francisco Bay Area green
building market transformation,
program manager for the renowned
Austin Energy Green Building
Program, and the Green Homes
Northeast Program in Boston.  Marc
contributes to paleBLUEdot’s green
building program services.

Neil
Supply-Side

Energy

Neil provides unique strategic
guidance as one of the few
consultants in the energy industry
that has worked for both a major
renewable energy developer and
a major utility.  He leads
paleBLUEdot’s Community/Utility
stakeholder engagement creating
“win-win” strategies benefiting
both community emission goals
and utility goals and grid needs.

Sam
Demand-Side

Energy

Sam has over 15 years of experience
as an energy policy and
environmental communications
professional with expertise in state
and federal energy policy,  energy
conservation best practices, and
public communication campaigns.
Sam leads paleBLUEdot’s policy and
market research and efforts as well
as “demand side” energy efficiency
strategy development.

Craig
Community
Resilience

Craig’s experience as a Marine,
environmental consultant,
Cambridge, MA City Councilor, and
studies at the Harvard Kennedy
School, give him unique insights into
how current resilience programs
might be improved.  Craig helps
communities create robust
emergency response capabilities and
effective resilience/climate change
vulnerability adaptation programs.

Consultant Consortium
paleBLUEdot’s Community and Government services are delivered through a collaborative
team of professionals representing a wide range of sustainability, energy efficiency, and
community engagement expertise.  Below is a brief bio on each of our leaders:

2515 White Bear Avenue, A8 | Suite 177 | Maplewood, MN 55109
Phone: 612-669-7056

Email: tredmond@paleblue-dot.org


